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1980. by Cover and Leung is the feedback capacity region for MAC’s 

for which at least one input is a function of the output Y and the 
other input (MAC’s in class D). The two families of aforemen- 
tioned Mary MAC’s belong to the class D. The feedback capac- 
ity region for MAC’s in class D is elaborated in [2] and is given 

On the Capacity of the Two-User M-ary 
Multiple-Access Channel with Feedback 

ADRIANUS J. VINCK, MEMBER, IEEE, WIM L. M. HOEKS, AND 
KAREL A. POST, MEMBER, IEEE 

Ahsrract-A study is made of the Cover-Leung capacity region for two 
specific noiseless two-user Mary input multiple-access channels with com- 
plete feedback. It is shown that the symmetric rate point of the Cover-hung 
capacity region is on the total cooperation line for large enough values of 
M. Thus feedback allows communication at the same rates as if both users 
had coihplete joint knowledge of intended messages. 

by 

R& p {(R,, R,): 0 I R, _< H(X,IU) 

0 I R, 5 1(X,; YlX,, U) = H(X,IU) 

R, + R, I 1(X,, X,; Y) = H(Y), 

for p(u, x1, x2, Y) 

= ~(~)~(~,l~)~(x*l~)~(Yl~,,x,) 

and (@I I min { l.%12;1 . &;1 + 1,14yl + 2}}, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

where (%I, 13?11, and IZZze;l are the alphabet cardinalities of the 
random variables U, X,, and X, , respectively. 

The maximum value of H(Y) is log( M( M + 1)/2) and 
log(2 M - 1) for the erasure and the adder MAC, respectively. 
This sum rate can be obtained when both senders operate in total 
cooperation. 

We consider the communication situation where two senders 
transmit simultaneously to a single receiver via a discrete mem- 
oryless deterministic multiple-access channel. Both senders are 
synchronized and have complete knowledge of the channel out- 
put Y via a noiseless feedback link. The channels accept M-ary 
signals X,, k  = 1,2 and &nit a single output Y in accordance 
with a prescribed conditional probability distribution P(yjn,, x2). 

Two specific channel models are considered. The output of the 
first channel indicates the subset of input symbols, i.e., 

y  = { 4, x2 } , X,E {o,l;~.,M-l}. 

inputs are different. There are 

In the evaluation of the above region one needs the maximizing 
probability P( u, x1, x2, r), which could be difficult to obtain for 
large values of M. For M = 2 Willems [3] showed that the 
symmetrical rate pair (0.79113,0.79I13) is on the boundary of the 
feedback capacity region. In this case I@/( = 2 was proved to be 
sufficient to achieve this rate pair. It seems to be difficult to 
prove optimality for asymmetric rate pairs even’for M = 2. 

In the next section we evaluate the Cover-Leung region for our 
families of MAC’s. We show that in the equal rate case the 
Cover-Leung capacity equals total cooperation capacity for 

of these ambiguous subsets. specific values of M. The given rate points are thus optimal. 

II. CALCULATIONS 

The receiver does not know the origin of the two svmbols if the 

If both inputs are equal, then dnly’one letter is detected. Hence, 

the cardinality of the output is l?V\ = Pi +M=M(M+1)/2. 

This channel is referred to as the M!ay erasure multiple-access 
charme! (MAC). 

The seco?d channel model gives as an output the arithmetic 
sum of the input letters, i.e., 

We first concentrate on the M-ary erasure MAC with feed- 
back. For this channel we evaluate the Cover-Leung capacity in 
the symmetric case, i.e., H( X,lU) = H( X,lU). 

Let )%I = M and 

x, E {O,l;.., M - l} 
P(U=j) =$, 

Y = x1 + x2 ) 
P( x, =jlU =j) 4 a, 

P(X, = ilU=j) d fi, (i fj) 

where k=1,2,andi,jE{O,l;..,M-l}.Then 
M-l 

For this channel the output cardinality is /q\ = 2M - i. This 
channel is referred to as the M-ary adder MAC. In Fig. 1 we give 
the input/output relations for both channels when M = 3. For 
M = 2 both channels reduce to the well-known binary erasure 
MAC. 

Cover and Leung [l] found an achievable rate region for the 
discrete memoryless h4AC with feedback, using superposition 
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P(Y= {i}) = c P(Y= {i} lU=j)P(U==j) 
j=O 

=$ d+(M-1) 
i 

.( fi)*), 

p(y= {i,j}, i #j) = (1 - MP(Y= @I,)/ (M2; M) , 
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and 

H(X,IU) = h(a) +(1 - ol)log(M- l), k  = 1,2. 

For 

the probability P(Y = {i}) equals P(Y = { i,j}) for all i, j. 
Hence, the output entropy is given by 

H(Y)=log ( 
M(M+ 1) 

1 
2 I 

which equals the total cooperation rate. 
For M = 6, H( X,lU) = 2.203 b and fH(Y) = 2.196 b. In 

general, for M 2 6, one can show that the above input probabil- 
ity distribution gives 

ff(XkIW 2 Sff(Y), k  = 1,2 

From this it follows that, for the M-ary erasure MAC with 
M 2 6, the symmetric rate point of the Cover-Leung capacity 
region equals total cooperation capacity. Note that this is achieved 
with ]q] = M. As mentioned before, Willems [3] showed that for 
M = 2, ]@I = 2 gives an optimal result, although not equal to 
total cooperation. We conjecture that IQ] = M also gives optimal 
results for 3 I M I 5. 

For the M-ary adder MAC we assume that ]a] = 2 for all M. 
The number of different outputs for this channel is (2M - 1); 
hence, H(Y) equals log(2 M - 1) when all outputs have equal 
probability. For M 2 3 we give an input probability distribution 
for both senders yielding H(Y) = log(2M - 1). Let ]%I = 2 and 

P(U=o)=P(U=l)=+ 

P(X, = ilU= 0) = P,(i) 

P( x, = ilU = 1) = P*(i) 

where k=1,2,andi=O,l;..,M-l.Let 

P,(i) = P,( M - 1 - i) 

Then 

In the Appendix we derive a probability distribution such that 
P( Y = i) = l/(2 M - 1). Here we only give the probabilities (see 
(17) in the Appendix). 

sin 2r-la 
P,(i) = &&cos $;;:y) jj . ‘“,, l , 

sm m* 
i = O,l;..,M - 1. 

By using the fact that PO(i) < P,(i - 1) for 0 < i I M - 1, one 
can show that 

H( X,lU) > ilog(2M - l), k=1,2; M23. 

Hence for the adder MAC we achieve total cooperation for 
M 2 3 with a binary random variable U. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that for the M-ary erasure MAC (M 2 6) and 
the M-ary adder MAC (M 2 3) in symmetrical operation with 
feedback the Cover-Leung capacity equals total cooperation. 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix we show that for the May adder MAC there 
exists an input probability distribution such that 

P(Y=O)=P(Y=l)= ... =P(Y=2n)=& 

For notational convenience we set n = M - 1. The mathematical 
statement of the problem is as follows. 

Problem 

Let n be a positive integer. Find n + 1 real positive numbers 
x0, Xl,‘. -3 x, satisfying the system of equations 

c txkx, + x,z-kxn-,) = &-i 9 j = O;.,,n. (1) 
k+l=j 

Solution 
We introduce n + 1 complex numbers yo,. . . , y, that are 

related to x0,. . . , x, by 

xk ‘= i(l + i)Vk + f(1 - i)y,-,, k  = O;..,n. (2) 

Then we observe that for all k, I E (0,. . . , n } 

XkXI + x,-kx,-I = Ykyn-I + Yn-k.!+, (3) 

so that (1) is transformed into the system of equations 

1 
YoYn = zn + 1 

1 
YoYn-1 +YlY,, = zn + 1 

1 
YOYP2 + YlYn-1 + YzYn -- - zn + 1 

y;+yy:+y; .‘. +y;=&. 

These equations can be combined in the polynomial identity for 
the complex variable w that is given by 

The right side of (5) vanishes if w  = exp(2nit/(2n + 1)) for 
some integer t $ 0 mod (2 n + 1). Hence, if we define 

2ai 
0~ := exp 2n + 1 , 

then the product 

(yo+yld+ ... +Y,~“‘)( Yn + Yn- lat + ‘. . +yocP) 

(6) 

must vanish for all t = 1;. .,2n. 
In other words, for all t = 1; . . ,2n we have to satisfy one of 

the conditions 

y, + yld + . . . +y,(Y” = 0 (74 

or 

y, + ynel(Y’ + . . . +yocP’ = 0. G ’b) 

At this point it should be mentioned that we need only consider 
values of t for which no pair has a sum equal to 2n + 1. This 
follows from the fact that for t +.u = 2n + 1, by (6), we have 
a’ = (y-u , so that 

(yo+yla’+ ... +y,a”‘=o) 

- (y, + ynmlau + . . . +y,a”” = 0). 
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Besides, from (1) and (2) we deduce that 

y, + y1 -t . . . + y,, = 1. 

so that the product of its roots equals 2n + 1. In other words, we 

(8) 
get D* = Lyn2(-1)“(2n + l), so that D = _fan2/*in~~, and 
we only have to determine the sign. Recall that 

So we are left with 2” possible systems of (n + 1) linear equa- 
tions in (n + 1) unknown variables yo; ’ . , y,,. D= ;i(a2/-1 - 1) = &/2 

For our purpose we choose t = 21 - 1 (I = 1; . ., n) and refer I=1 

lo (&W2) - a--/+w*)) 

to (8) and (7a), viz., 
y, + y1 + y2 + ... +y, = 1 

= a”2/2(2i)n,$l sin ‘;‘,‘,,” . 

y, + yla + y2a2 + . . +ynan = 0 The sine product is clearly positive, so that we finally obtain 

y, i y1a3 + y2a6 + . . . +y,a3” = 0 D = an2/*in~%?f. (12) . 
For the numerator N we write 

y. + yla*--l + y2a4n-2 + . . . +yna2n*-n = 0. (9) 

The system (9) is a Vandermonde system, and, by Cramer’s rule, 
its solution can be expressed by the polynomial identity in z 

N = ;I(,Z/-1 - 
I=1 

z> =d!I(l--$). 

given by (10): Let us define g(z) by 
n 

c y,zk = v( Z,a,a3,...,a*n-1) 

k=O V(l,OL,(Ys,...,Lyzn-r) . (10) g(z) := (1 -$)(l -$)(l--$) . ..(l--&) 

In this expression V( PO, & , . . . , & ) represents a Vandermonde 
determinant and has the value 

n 
= c g,zk. 

k=O 
(13) 

One easily checks that 

so that (10) can be simplified to the form 
n 

(11) Or 

so that 

(1 - &z)g(&z) = (1 - az)g(z) 

We shall evaluate the denominator D and the numerator N of 
this form separately, always bearing in mind that cr = 

&a2k - &,a2k = g, - a&-l, 1 I k I n’. 

exp(2mi/(2n + 1)). In other words, we can write 
The denominator D can be evaluated as follows: 

a2k - a &-(1/Q) - a-k+W’2) 

D= fi(.,,-l - 1) = an2(-1)$(a’z’- 1) 
gk = aZk - 1 

gkdl = a2 . & - &-k gk-1 

I-l 

n 
and get the expressions 

= a”2(-q”~(aw-L 1) 

I=1 

n 

rik fi sin (yn-+‘,’ r 
gk = exp 2n + 1 r=l 

sin 2nr 
2n + 1’ 

= &(-1)‘1.(a2’- l), 
[=l 

0 I k 5 n (14) 

so that 

D* =d’(-l)“l~l(a2’- l)~(cu2’-’ - 1) 
r=l 

i (as - 1). 

n sik 
N = cP2 c zk exp - 

k=Ll 2n + 1 

. j sin (ynL1l) ?r 
I 

sin LL!L 
2n+ 1’ 

It is immediately seen that 

(15) 

Now 

so that clearly 

Now we can C~mh;nn (11, /17\ onrl II <\ +r\ AhtG.. 

(c3-11(1I~I2n}= i I WE@ &w+$=o. 
k=O 1 

The equation X2:,( w + l)k = 0, by Newton’s binomial formula, 
Yk = d& exp 

lc 1 1 

2n - 4 + 4(2n + 1) ai J 

can be written in the form 

w2n + . . . +w +(2n + 1) = 0, . ,Ij sin 
(2r - l)n 

2n + 1 I 
sin& (16) 



Observe that 

yj$ sin ‘“,‘,,li 7f 
I’ 

2m 
sin __ 2n + 1 

= j sin ‘“,:,-+‘i rr 
i 

2rrr 
sin - 

2n + 1 

and 

xk=&( ykexp y + ynekexpF 
‘1 

Next we find 

k 1 
exp i 2n - 2 

1 
+ 

4(2n + 1) 
+f 1 ni 

+exp i 
n-k 1 1 

2n - + 4 + - 4(2n 1) 

4k+l -4k-1 
= exp 4(2n + 1) IT1 + exp 4(2n + 1) Vz 

= zcos (4k + 1)r 
4(2n + 1) ’ 

so that finally 

(4k + 1)~ 
k= 4(2n + 1) 

j sinEa 
2r 

sin -77 2n+l ’ k = O;..,n. (17) 

1 The numbers x0, x1,. . . , x, are clearly positive and satisfy (1) 

111 

PI 
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II. AN EVALUATION TECHNIQUE 

Using (1) in (2) yields 

P~(n,y)=x~l~~d~jr...Jy”dui . ..du.u, “‘UM 
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~Zo(UU1) ... Zo(au,). (3) 
Denoting K, A (M + X-’ )/2 and using 

Multiple Detection of a Slowly Fluctuating Target 

ISRAEL BAR-DAVID, FELLOW, IEEE 

Abstract-A “slowly” fluctuating target is assumed to keep its radar 
cross section constant for the duration of several (M) dwells on target. To 
resolve multiple range and / or Doppler ambiguities, the received signal, 
which is presumably coherently processed (i.e., predetection integrated or 
matched filtered) over each dwell, must often be tested against a threshold, 

Z,(x) = i~o(x/2)2i(i!)-2, 

one obtains a new form in which the integrands are decoupled, 

P,(Z,y) = f ... ~~o[~(il!)2 . ..(i.!)‘]-l 
i, =0 ‘K  

,jmdulul(u1/2)2i’exp 
Y 

independenn’y of those on other dwells. Such a procedure is referred to as 
multiple detection. A  technique for the evaluation of a tight lower bound on 
the multiple-detection probability P,,,, under Swerling case I statistics for 
the cross section, is presented in term of an infinite series and worked out 

/ 
m du,u,( uM/2)2rMexp 

Y 

. jmdaaa *(h+ “’ +dexP( -KM4 (5) 
0 

Using [5, eqs. (6.1.1), (6.1.15), (6.5.22)], one obtains 

P,(E,y) = (2XK,)-’ E ... ,coG(i,.y) ... G(i,,Y) 
i, =0 ‘M  

.(il + ... +i,)lK$~+ ..‘+id, (6) 
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in detail for P2 and P3. Estimates on the computation error due to the 
truncation of the series are derived. Numerical results indicate that P3 
comes much closer to PI than to P: or even to PI PI; at an expected 
signal-to-noise ratio of 13 dB and at PI = 0.51, it obtains that P3 2 0.40, 
whereas PI P2 = 0.23 and Pl = 0.17. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The probability of detecting a signal of random phase in 
additive white Gaussian noise is given by Marcum’s Q-function 
PI 

Q(u,y) =imuexp( -i(u’+ a2))Zo(au)du, (1) 

where a and y are the amplitude and the comparison threshold, 
respectively, normalized to the standard deviation of the noise, 
and Z, is the modified Bessel function. If the signal amplitude 
and the noise variance are constant during M  successive tests, 
the probability of M  successes is Q”(a, y). Under the Swerling 
case I model, a is assumed to be Rayleigh distributed, so that the 
expected multiple-detection probability P,(X, y) is 

P,,,(Y,y) =jomaF-‘exp( -in’Y’)Q”(a,y)dn, (2) 

where x is the expected signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Pl has been 
extensively tabulated [l]-[3]. Here we present a technique for 
evaluating P,,,, in terms of a truncated series and for bounding 
the truncation error. The technique ensures that all the terms of 
the series are positive and therefore that the values obtained are a 
strict lower bound. Numerical results are obtained for P2 and P3. 
P2 has been calculated before using a different summation tech- 
nique [4]. 


